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•Went to disk in 21st century
•Enormous boost in robustness
•Correlator efficiency
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•Promote the use and advance of VLBI for astronomy
•Central correlation; User services; Network support; Innovation; EC 
liaison/representation

•Founded in 1993
•Base budget from partners in 7 countries: 

•China, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, Netherlands

•Large number of external projects

•Hosted by ASTRON

•Just been reviewed
•Next 5-year funding cycle

•In a newly build wing 
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The European VLBI Network

• Big telescopes in number of European countries
• 20+ possible antennas

• Ef, Mc, On, Jb, Nt, Tr, Wb, Sh, Ur, Hh, Ar, Mh, Ys, Sv, Ro, Ku, My, Wz, 
Sm, Ny, Ka

• Ran by up to 14 different organizations

• And 12 more antennas for “Globals” with NRAO

• Covering range of frequencies
• Workhorse frequencies 18cm, 6cm, 

• Also available: SX, 5cm, 1.2cm

• And at limited stations 90cm, 21cm, UHF, 50cm, 2cm, 0.7mm

• Reaching mas resolutions
• From 15mas for 1.4 GHz EVN (can add MERLIN for brightness 

sensitivity)
• To 1 mas at 5GHz with Asian, African or American baselines

• Sensitivity of 5μJy in 8hr at 1.4 GHz
• Combination of Big Antennas and 1 Gbps bandwidth

• Big antennas also vital for spectroscopy (mJy sensitivity)

• Operational approximately 60 days/year
• 3 sessions augmented with e-VLBI once a month
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Yebes ES

Onsala SE
Jodrell Bank UK

Westerbork NL

Medicina IT

Noto IT

Effelsberg DE

Torun PL

Metsahovi FI



Arecibo, Puerto Rico Hartebeesthoek, South Africa 4 telescopes in China

3 telescopes in Russia

Sardinia 64m

Irbene LV



First fringes to Irbene, 
near Ventspils, Latvia



•The EVN software 
correlator at JIVE (SFXC)

•9 stations 1Gbps real-time
•Pulsar gating

•Space craft applications

•Spectral polarimetry

•Many field of views



•Connections work great!
•often dedicated light paths

•Use optimized protocols

•Closed feedback loop makes e-VLBI 
more robust

R+D: Introduced e-VLBI as operational facility:
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LETTERS

A mildly relativistic radio jet from the otherwise
normal type Ic supernova 2007gr
Z. Paragi1,2, G. B. Taylor3, C. Kouveliotou4, J. Granot5, E. Ramirez-Ruiz6, M. Bietenholz7,8, A. J. van der Horst4,
Y. Pidopryhora1, H. J. van Langevelde1,10, M. A. Garrett9,10,11, A. Szomoru1, M. K. Argo12, S. Bourke1 & B. Paczyński{

The class of type Ic supernovae have drawn increasing attention
since 1998 owing to their sparse association (only four so far) with
long duration c-ray bursts (GRBs)1–4. Although both phenomena
originate from the core collapse of a massive star, supernovae emit
mostly at optical wavelengths, whereas GRBs emit mostly in soft
c-rays or hard X-rays. Though the GRB central engine generates
ultra-relativistic jets, which beam the early emission into a narrow
cone, no relativistic outflows have hitherto been found in type Ib/c
supernovae explosions, despite theoretical expectations5–7 and
searches8. Here we report radio (interferometric) observations
that reveal amildly relativistic expansion in a nearby type Ic super-
nova, SN 2007gr. Using two observational epochs 60 days apart, we
detect expansion of the source and establish a conservative lower
limit for the average apparent expansion velocity of 0.6c.
Independently, a second mildly relativistic supernova has been
reported9. Contrary to the radio data, optical observations10–13 of
SN 2007gr indicate a typical type Ic supernovawith ejecta velocities
6,000 km s21, much lower than in GRB-associated supernovae.

We conclude that in SN 2007gr a small fraction of the ejecta pro-
duced a low-energy mildly relativistic bipolar radio jet, while the
bulk of the ejecta were slower and, as shown by optical spectro-
polarimetry14, mildly aspherical.

On 2007 August 15.51 UT the Katzman Automatic Imaging
Telescope (KAIT) discovered15 SN 2007gr at magnitude 13.8 in the
bright spiral galaxy NGC 1058, at a distance16 of 10.66 1.3Mpc. At
discovery, SN 2007gr was less than five days old, based on its non-
detection with KAIT on 2007 August 10.44 UT. Later optical observa-
tions11,12 firmly classified SN 2007gr as a type Ic stripped envelope
core-collapse supernova. SN 2007gr was one of the closest of its
kind. Radio observations17 with the Very Large Array (VLA) on
2007 August 17 revealed a radio source with a flux density
F8.4GHz5 0.6106 0.040mJy, thus making the source an ideal can-
didate for high-resolution radio imaging. The electronic very long
baseline interferometry (e-VLBI) technique, which significantly
improved the flexibility of the European VLBI network (EVN),
enabled us to carry out sensitive high-angular-resolution observa-
tions soon after the discovery.

We observed SN 2007gr at 5 GHzwith a subset of the EVN on 2007
September 6–7 for 11 h (,25 days after the supernova explosion),
using the e-VLBI technique (see also Supplementary Information
Sections 1 and 3). We detected a source with a peak brightness of
422 mJy per beam at 5.6 times the off-source noise level of 75 mJy per

beam and determined an upper limit of 7milliarcseconds (mas) for
its angular diameter size (Fig. 1). At 10.6Mpc, this corresponds to a
linear (diameter) size of,1.13 1018 cm, which sets an upper limit of
Ævappæ, 8.6c on the average isotropic apparent expansion speed of
the ejecta.

1Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE), Postbus 2, 7990AADwingeloo, TheNetherlands. 2MTAResearchGroup for Physical Geodesy andGeodynamics, POBox91, H-1521 Budapest,
Hungary. 3University of New Mexico, Department of Physics and Astronomy, MSC07 4220, 800 Yale Blvd NE Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-0001, USA. 4Space Science Office,
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 38512, USA. 5Centre for Astrophysics Research, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL10 9AB,
UK. 6Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 95064, USA. 7Hartebeesthoek Radio Observatory, PO Box 443, Krugersdorp, 1740,
South Africa. 8Department of Physics and Astronomy, York University, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada. 9Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON), Postbus 2, 7990
AADwingeloo, TheNetherlands. 10LeidenObservatory, Leiden University, Postbus 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, TheNetherlands. 11Centre for Astrophysics and Supercomputing, Swinburne
University of Technology, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122, Australia. 12Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy, Curtin University of Technology, GPO Box U1987, Perth,Western Australia 6845,
Australia.
{Deceased.
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Figure 1 | EVN and EVN1GBT observations of SN 2007gr. The colours,
ranging from2150 to 441mJy per beam, show themapof SN2007gr observed
on 2007 September 6–7 at 5GHz with the EVN using the e-VLBI technique.
Theoff-source noise in themap is 75mJy per beam, and the peak is 422mJy per
beam (5.6s). TheVLBI location of RA5 02h 43min 27.97151 s, dec.5137u
209 44.68730 (J2000) is consistentwith theVLAcoordinatesRA5 02h 43min
27.972 s, dec.5137u 209 44.6770 (J2000) obtained at a lower resolution. The
black contours show the naturally weighted and tapered EVN1GBT image of
SN2007gr on 2007November 5–6. At this epoch the off-source noise is 13mJy
per beam, and the peak is 60mJy per beam (4.7s). The image is centred at the
positionmeasured by the EVN at the first epoch. The apparent position shift
in the peak brightness from the centre indicates that at lower resolution there
is some extended flux density detected near the supernova position. The
restoring beam for this image is 15.263 6.85mas at a position angle of 53.3u.
The contours are drawnat226, 26, 39 and52mJy per beam (corresponding to
22, 2, 3 and 4 s).

Vol 463 |28 January 2010 |doi:10.1038/nature08713

516
Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved©2010
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Observations

•Now an operational facility
•Guaranteed 10 x 24h per year

•And quite bit more in practice (>30%) 

•Flexible ways to get into e-VLBI
•Request e-VLBI for fast response

•Can be approved by PC for existing sessions

•Or for triggered proposals
•To be submitted at regular proposal dates

•Requires specific trigger criteria

•Short requests <2hr
•e.g. calibrator checks

•Target of Opportunities
•EVN agreed to have substantially more of these

•Or just because you prefer to e-VLBI

•Or just because the EVN prefers to do e-VLBI
•Because of logistics or (disk) resources
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New project: NEXPReS

•Allow multiple correlator passes
•Continue to connect more  

telescopes
•Reliable operations

•addressed by simultaneous recording

•and get the best of both worlds

•NEXPReS maintains expertise
•Collaborations with NRENs

•3.8 M€ for 3 years, 15 partners

13

•Correlate in real time what you can, 
•Correlate later what you need
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New opportunities 

•New requests for (new) observing types 
•Impact on policy discussions 

•RadioAstron
•Observations of spacecraft (planetary/fundamental)

•Monitor programmes/astrometry/joint observations
•Triggers set by other observatories (link with LOFAR)

•Must try to keep procedures simple
•Complex for telescope & correlator operators

•Even more complex for users!

•Data ownership for triggers, concurrent observations

•Must offer new services
•Offer tailored arrays?

•More e-VLBI days,  “VLBI every Friday”?

•Central scheduling?

•Large programmes
•Contribute to resources?

14
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Options for VLBI

•Increasing data rate will not stop any 
time soon:
•New stations: Africa, Goonhilly, Madeira, Brasil....

•Joint observations with e-MERLIN

•Joint observations with ALMA

•Need for better sensitivity, more 
digital bandwidth
•with more bit sampling against interference

•Accommodating  number of space applications

•Science synergy with new survey 
instruments
•Apertif, LOFAR, MeerKAT, ASKAP

•eMERLIN, EVLA

15

www.physicstoday.org
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“Can I    
 speak to
 Charlie?”
! Yes. Our engineers are 

available to answer your questions, 

collaborate, and update you on your 

project. Whether you want to select 

one of our current cryostat models, 

reconfi gure one to your needs, 

or have us build one from a pencil 

sketch, we’re at your beck and call.

Introducing the 106 Shasta Cryostat.

Pulse tube/ADR technology.

Cool down to 4K in 15 hours.

> 120 hours of 100mK hold time.

Versatile, confi gurable design.

www.hpd-online.com

303-447-2558

from his home kitchen table,” says

Guha. Tromp’s colleague James Han-

non is working on an iPhone app to

monitor the same instrument.  

“What doesn’t get enough credit is

how the high demand for mobile de-

vices has driven innovation in proces-

sors,” says Gaurav Khanna, a theoretical

astrophysicist at the University of Mas-

sachusetts Dartmouth. Khanna is in-

volved in an NSF project cosponsored

by Apple and graphics-hardware man-

ufacturer Nvidia to evaluate the per-

formance of mobile-device processors

for scientific computing applications.

He says that although current wireless

bandwidth isn’t sufficient for supercom-

puting operations “even if you link 1000

iPads together,” the hardware inside

mobile devices is up to the job. They’ve

been designed to have “extremely high

performance without draining the bat-

tery too quickly,” he says. 

A global sensing system
Until recently, the most common use for

personal mobile devices by scientists

had been to access and share research re-

sults, says Enrique Canessa, a scientist at

the Abdus Salam International Centre

for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, Italy.

Last November at ICTP, Canessa and

colleague Marco Zennaro hosted an in-

ternational workshop on mobile science

that featured sessions on designing apps

for data collection and analysis. The

workshop also introduced a moniker for

mobile science research—m-science—

and launched the primer m-Science:

 Sensing, Computing and Dissemination,

which can be downloaded for free at

http://www.m-science.net. Canessa says

he expects the book to raise awareness of

the “huge possibilities of mobile sci-

ence” and to “motivate a new generation

to participate in this rapidly developing

new field of research.”
To that end, Canessa and Zennaro

have designed a potentiality index to

assess countries on their ability to par-

ticipate in mobile science. The index,

which takes into account an area’s den-

sity of broadband subscribers and den-

sity of working scientists, shows

smaller, developed nations like the

Netherlands to be most ready for 

m-science; it also suggests that develop-

ing nations, despite being the fastest

adopters of mobile technology, will be

limited by the relatively low density of

scientists in their populations. 

A global sensing system is the prom-

ise of m-science, says Zennaro. With

minimal participation, “we could build

the largest scientific instrument ever

built; one that could aggregate data on

an unprecedented scale.”
Jermey N. A. Matthews

Old satellite dishes become 

new telescopes
Recycling offers radio astronomers a cheap ticket to expand

interferometers, train students, and boost science in developing

countries.

“It’s not a new concept, but now is

the time,” says Justin Jonas, associate

director for science and engineering

with the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)

South Africa Project. With optical fibers

replacing satellite communications

dishes, radio astronomers around the

world are converting the obsolete

dishes into telescopes. Many dishes

across Africa, for example, have been

identified as conversion candidates,

and one in Ghana is set to go forward.

The UK’s Goonhilly Earth Station,

which in 1962 received the first trans -

atlantic television broadcasts, is getting

a makeover. Other recent or planned

retrofits can be found in Australia, New

Zealand, Japan, and elsewhere.

“Adding one telescope doesn’t make

a scientific revolution, but if you could

double the number [in the European

Very Long Baseline Interferometry Net-

work (EVN)], that would revolutionize

our field,” says Huib van Langevelde,

director of the Joint Institute for VLBI in

Europe, based in Dwingeloo, the

Netherlands. “Our images would be

much more accurate and look better,

and we could sample a larger number

of sources.” 
Many recycled dishes are also used

to train students and to promote science

Postage stamps
marked the inau-
guration of satel-
lite communica-
tions in many
African countries.
Now some of
those satellite
dishes are finding
new life as radio
telescopes.
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VLBI future science case

•Science case has been developed
•http://www.evlbi.org/publications/

publications.html

•Fit well with scientific priorities
A. Extremes of the universe

B. Evolution of Galaxies

C. Birth of stars and planets

D. How do we fit in

16
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VLBI Future

•Unique science: long baselines and high frequencies
•Keep up with EVLA/MERLIN sensitivity

•Going for 4Gbps in 2012

•Follow up LOFAR, MeerKAT, ASKAP

•Even in the SKA era
•At least for phase I

•Most certainly phase II

•Spacecraft applications (and geodesy) need Northern Hemisphere 
coverage

•Global baselines for better images
•And better time coverage

•Data quality and image fidelity for SKA users

•Only single (or two) user communities for all of us
•Critical mass reached on continental scale or larger

17
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Needed: next generation correlator

•Aiming for 32 station 10+ Gbps FPGA correlator
•Flexibility of software correlator

•Power consumption should be much better

•Started in RadioNet::UniBoard, next step in RadioNet3

•Feeding into the SKA programme
•As well as being used for EVN, LOFAR, WSRT, Effelsberg

18
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Synergy with the SKA

•Lots of overlap with SKA 
technology
•Benefit from digital components

•Connectivity
•Data en timing

•Processing software

•Maybe even antennas

•Important for SKA
•Community building

•Training aspects

•Home telescope

•Outreach

19
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JIVE Review

•public at http://www.jive.nl/

•Excellent marks in all areas
•Only imperfection on spreading the VLBI 
gospel

•Endorsing JIVE strategy
•Current SFXC processing

•FPGA correlator

•Space programme

•Good recommendations
•VLBI can be more widely visible

•Keep score on publications

•Proceed careful with governance

20
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ERIC option

•European Research Infrastructure 
Consortium

•Legal entity in Europe established 25 June 2009
•Addresses establishment of European scale facilities

•Members are countries
•Needs to be approved by EC
•May have VAT exemption 
•Status of international, public body

•Some obvious advantages for JIVE/EVN 
•Personal responsibility of board members is lifted

•No VAT on personnel, large investments
•could include EVN equipment

•Directly eligible for (future) EC funding schemes

•Attractive for new prospective members

•JIVE partners looking into this
•Not equally attractive to all, but best for JIVE

Letter of Intent  European partnership concerning the ERIC on VLBI  
This Letter of Intent concerns the establishment of a European Research 

Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC), which will encompass all the current 

activities of the Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE)   
 
Preamble The European VLBI Network (EVN) is a consortium that offers an 

astronomical observing facility through joint observations of radio telescopes 

across Europe and other continents. The consortium provides the resources to 

carry out the observations, develops the necessary equipment and set the 

policies needed to make this facility available for researchers.  

 
Within the EVN, the JIVE has been established in 1993 as a Dutch national 

legal entity (Stichting/Foundation) to handle the central processing 

(correlation) of the telescope data. It offers the users of the EVN support in 

proposing, processing and interpreting the observations of the EVN. It also 

provides feedback on the data quality delivered by the telescopes. JIVE has an 

active role in enhancing the capabilities of the EVN by developing new 

techniques, notably concerning the central processing. In this and other 

activities JIVE can act as the representative of the EVN, in particular when 

carrying out EC programmes. JIVE is a long-standing foundation, currently 

its funding is based on a 5 year-MoU structure.  

 
As a legal framework, the ERIC model is deemed to be a better match to the 

science mission and ambitions of the JIVE. Besides the current activities of the 

JIVE, it could be explored whether the ERIC could absorb responsibilities 

concerning the VLBI equipment and operations at the telescopes. 

Additionally, the ERIC implementation may offer operational advantages to 

the benefit of the partners in the EVN.  
 
The signatories intend to establish an ERIC with the aim to strengthen the 

long-standing collaboration that their national research institutes have in 

radio astronomy by adopting a legal framework to provide more 

sustainability to the collaboration. 
 
The signatories aim to continue the existing collaboration with all the EVN-

partners and structure and align this with the ERIC. 

 
It is intended that the ERIC will be financed at a level similar to JIVE’s 

operational budget of the past years. 
 
The signatories understand that this Letter of Intent does not establish an 

ERIC directly. The present letter of intent does not imply any legal 

commitment on the part of the signatories. 
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Future of JIVE

•Mission clear on all different timescales
•Deliver the best possible science

•Push e-VLBI and reach 4Gbps
•Accommodate space programmes

•Global baselines and high frequency
•Needs a big correlator
•Implement large-scale VLBI programmes

•Participate in European SKA operations
•As recognized European entity

•JIVE on the right course
•The Schilizzi course!

•be consistent, transparent, positive

•have a drink (afterwards)

22



Thank you!
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